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Diagnosis

Princess Lili (6 years old), cerebral palsy diagnosis



First reactions 



To be diagnosed with PMM2-CDG

•Misdiagnosis
•Chronic
•Life-threatening
•Disabling
•Understanding CDG
•Broad diversity of symptoms to manage
•No cure
•Few interest from industry
•Government funding
•Specialized treatment and care
•Financial Challenges
•Find other families
•Explain to our family
•Awareness



Immediate needs

•Information
•Community building and outreach
•Advocacy
•Research

10 March 2010



Our single, urgent goal:
Advancing progress of medical science to  ensure the development of expeditious therapies for 

CDG in our lifetime. 
“To boldly go where no man has gone before”, Star trek 

Hope
Determination

Perseverance

Passion

Believe

Motivation

Volunteer

Courage
Hard work

Patience

Starting point of our activities



First decisions



Networking, Networking, Networking

•Professionals
•CDG and related Patient Advocacy Groups
•Societies of knowledge



Outcomes from Networking

•Patient representatives at International level 
Attendance 17 conferences
Active participation  20 conferences

•Conference organisers
5 CDG-specific conferences
5 Society 

•Involvement in projects as volunteers
Resources
Guia Metabólica
Co-researchers
Reviewers
Advisors
Driving force

•Starting our own ideas, projects

100 volunteers contributed
to our projects in an altruistic

manner !!!!

Visibility
Trust

Reliability



Facing a Host of Unique Challenges

Lack Specialised care
centres

Educational
Roadmap, delay

diagnosis
Treatment

Integration in Society, 
lack of economic

support, accessibility
and symptomatic

treatment

Adult phase Treatment and sibling reaction

Lack Specialised care
centres, support therapies

Isolated,
Lack of 

information

Professional integration, 
psychologic support, 

genetic counseling and 
future

Social integration



Interview with key stakeholders CDG

Source: Vanessa Ferreira, MBA Thesis: Embracing orphan diseases: a bright pharmaceutical strategy (2014) . 
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Addressing the current needs of CDG community

Create an Image 
Resources



Addressing the current needs of CDG community: 
For you always: One CD=One live CDG

9000 €

Guia Metabolica= 1200 €
Liliana Summer Research Scholarship 2015= 2365 €
Glycoimmunology project= 300 €/ patient sample analysis
Think tank CDG 2015=Dr Claúdia de Freitas
Graphic designer=TBD



























Lessons learned



Lessons learned

•CDG specificities
•Multasking requirements
•Finding the money
•Strategic planning/setting priorities
•Technology
•Board-related issues 
•Professionalization
•Members
•Competition
•Staffing/Few volunteers

Fundraising
Media and public relations 
Administration 

Challenges



”It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; 
what is essential is invisible to the eye.” 

― Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince

Believe, Challenge yourself
Audacity, tenacity
Dream big

Ask for helpPositive thinking

Advices to run non-profit representing CDG

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1020792.Antoine_de_Saint_Exup_ry
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2180358


Change is possible

The more united we are, the stronger we are

Don’t give up



The future



Clinical trial for PMM2-CDG

http://www.zazzle.fr/chaperones+cadeaux

Biotech company
Minoryx

therapeutics
(Spain)

Basic researchers
Dr B P González

& Dr Célia P Cerdá
(Spain) 

Medical doctors
Dr M Serrano,  Dr B P 

Dueñas &  B Nafría
(Spain) & Spanish CDG 

Network 

Patient groups 

KEEP CALM + UNITED 
AND 

FOCUS ON 
PHARMACOLOGICAL 

CHAPERONES

http://www.zazzle.fr/chaperones+cadeaux


• Small sample size
• Lack of outcome assessment
• Ethics
• Research involving mostly children
• Funding

CDG clinical trials

• Information

• Community-building and outreach

• Advocacy

• Research

Challenges Our Solutions



”You never change things by fighting existing reality. 
To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model 

absolete.” Buckminster Fuller

Partnership is the Key :“Coming together is a beginning; 
keeping together is progress; working together is success.” …Henry Ford

Families+ Researchers+ Physicians+ Industry+ Regulatory agencies



•Information
1st World Educational program on CDG 2015-2017
Website

•Community building and outreach
3rd World Conference on CDG 2017

•Advocacy
World Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation (CDG) Day
recognition
National CDG Disease Awareness Day (Portugal),
29 January
1st Think Tank on CDG 2015
Publications
Fairy-tale
Advancing CDG Research through Awareness Resources
campaign

•Research
CDG Professionals and Patient Associations Research
Consortium (CDG-PPARC)
Liliana Summer Research Scholarship 2015
Fundraising One CDG One live CDG

The future: Plan of action 2015-2017



CDG community: 
uniquely and differently united

“If you fight for your dream, 

one day the dream will fight for you, too!”



Where we stand today?

Typical Alentejo landscape, Montado,  Évora, Portugal
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To my always Maria Antonia Vilaseca

Thanks

for transforming the small steps in humble
achievements! 
To encourage us to follow the good way
with infinite enthusiasm and smile



Foundation Glycosylation (FoG) is the official sponsor of the videos targeted to the 
“SSIEM Official Satellite Symposia – Second World Conference on 

Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation (CDG): a challenging story of sugar trees”:

The Foundation Glycosylation (FoG) founded by Duncan Webster (Canada), is the official sponsor of the 
videos of all oral session that will be given during the conference. 

For more information about the work of this organization which is focused on research to ALG9 -CDG (CDG -
1L), visit the following link: http://www.thefog.ca/main.html

©Foundation of Glycosylation (http://www.thefog.ca/main.html ) and Portuguese Association for CDG and 
related rare metabolic diseases (APCDG-DMR, www.apcdg.com ,Portugal). 2015. All rights reserved.

http://www.thefog.ca/main.html
http://www.thefog.ca/main.html
http://www.apcdg.com/
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